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Abstract—We propose a novel near-capacity Multiple-Symbol
Differential Decoding (MSDD) aided cooperative Differential
Linear Dispersion Code (DLDC) scheme, which exhibits a high
grade of system design ﬂexibility in terms of the choice of activated
relays and the DLDC’s rate allocation. More speciﬁcally, the
system has the freedom to activate a range of DLDCs depending
on both the number of relays available in the network, as well as
on their position, throughput and complexity considerations.
Index Terms—Cooperative communications, differential linear
dispersion codes, irregular convolutional codes, relay selection.
I. INTRODUCTION
C
OOPERATIVE diversity was proposed in [1], where
the single-element Mobile Stations (MSs) share their
antennas to form a Virtual Antenna Array (VAA) and as a ben-
eﬁt, they typically experience uncorrelated fading. However, it
becomes unrealistic for the relays and the destination to esti-
mate the channel of all the VAA links. To avoid the potentially
excessive complexity of coherent MIMO detection, non-coher-
ently detected DPSK may be used in each of the single-antenna
links. Accordingly, Differential STBCs (DSTBCs) could be
found in [2]. Furthermore, a Differential Linear Dispersion
Code (DLDC) based on the so-called Cayley transform was
proposed in [3] in order to strike a ﬂexible trade-off between
the achievable throughput and diversity gain.
In the absense of channel estimation, Conventional Differ-
ential Detection (CDD) generally suffers from a 3 dB perfor-
mance penalty, provided that the Doppler frequency is not ex-
cessive, while upon increasing the Doppler frequency a pro-
nouncedirreducibleerrorﬂoorisformed.Multiple-SymbolDif-
ferential Detection (MSDD) was proposed in [4] in order to re-
duce the performance discrepancy. The MSDD observes
consecutive received symbols and makes a joint decision based
on( )informationsymbols.Thepricepaidisthatthecom-
plexity imposed increases exponentially with . To mitigate
the complexity, Multiple-Symbol Differential Sphere Decoding
(MSDSD) was proposed for Differential Space-Time Modula-
tion (DSTM) including DSTBCs as well as DLDCs in [5]. As
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a further advance, a soft-output MSDSD designed for DPSK
was proposed in [6] for the sake of turbo detection. A novel
MSDSD aided cooperative Amplify-and-Forward (AF) design
was proposed in [7], where a low BER can only be achieved in
the high-SNR region.
Against this background, the novelcontributions of this letter
are: 1) we ﬁrst propose a soft-output MSDSD for the DSTBC/
DLDC scheme, so that MSDSD may be applied for turbo detec-
tion in cooperative Decode-and-Forward (DF) systems. 2) We
alsopropose a near-capacityMSDD/MSDSDaidedcooperative
DLDC scheme, which allows ﬂexible relay selection and coop-
erative rate allocation.
Thefollowingnotationisusedthroughouttheletter.ADLDC
is described by the nomenclature of , where
and indicate the number of transmit and receive antennas,
while and denote the number of channel uses and the
number of transmitted symbols per block, respectively.Further-
more, refers to the window length of the MSDD/MSDSD.
II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Theschematic ofthecooperative systemconsidered is shown
in Fig. 1, where an Up-Link (UL) scenario is considered. Both
thesourceandtherelaysareassumedtobesingle-antenna-aided
Mobile Stations (MSs), while the destination is assumed to be
a Base Station (BS) having two antennas. As shown in [8], ac-
cording to free space path loss, the Reduced-Pathloss-Related
(RPLR) power gain of the source-relay (SR) link with respect
to the Source-Destination (SD) link and the RPLR power
gain of the Relay-Destination (RD) link with respect to the SD
link have the relationship of
(1)
andtheterminologyoftheequivalenttransmitSNRatthesource
was introduced in [8] as
(2)
In order to achieve an inﬁnitesimally low BER, turbo de-
tection may be employed at both the relays and at the desti-
nation. Similar to the classic Recursive Systematic Convolu-
tional(RSC)codes,thedifferentialencoderoftheDPSK/DSTM
has a recursive structure. Hence theoretically a free distance of
may be achieved by a combined RSC decoder and a
MSDD/MSDSD having a detection window size as long as the
encoding frame length. However, the detection window size of
MSDSD is severely limited because of its complexity. As an al-
ternative mean, a Unity Rate Code (URC) may be employed as
seen in Fig. 2. If the relays and the destination are able to afford
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a relay-aided uplink system.




then near-capacity performance may be achieved.
In the ﬁrst transmission period, the source transmits
IRCC/RSC coded as well as URC precoded DPSK sym-
bols to both the relays and to the destination. At the relays, hard
decisions are made after the three-stage turbo MSDD/MSDSD.
Then the IRCC/RSC and URC re-encoded DLDC symbols are
transmitted by therelays during the second transmission period.
At the destination, the same turbo detection process is carried
out for the coded DLDC symbols received from the relays. The
overall throughput of the proposed cooperative scheme is given
by
(3)
where and are the rates of the IRCC/RSC employed
at the source and at the relays, respectively. The variables
and denote the number of modulated bits per symbol of the
DPSK modulation scheme employed at the source node, and
that of the DLDC employed at the relay node.
The choice of the DLDC parameters and depends on
how many relays are available in the network as well as on
how many UL receive antennas are used at the BS. The DLDC
throughput speciﬁed by is determined by the position
oftherelays,whichspeciﬁesRPLRpowergains and .
Our proposed DLDC selection designed for the cooperative DF
scheme is detailed in Section IV.
III. SOFT-DECISION AIDED MSDSD DECODER
DESIGNED FOR DSTM
Differential encoding designed for DSTM schemes may be
formulated in a way similar to classic DPSK, yielding
(4)
where the( )-elementunitary matrix carries thesource
information, while the transmission matrix has a size of
( ).
We assume that the Rayleigh fading envelope and phase re-
main constant over channel uses and that the received signal
is contaminated by Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN),
hence the received signal may be modelled as
(5)
where the matrix has a size of ( ). The AWGN matrix
hasthesamesize,azeromeanandavarianceof foreach
dimension. The channel matrix is of size ( ), and it
is generated according to Clarke’s fading model.
As mentioned before, the MSDD/MSDSD observes
consecutive received signal blocks and makes a
joint decision based on ( ) consecutive information
blocks . The hard-output MSDSD designed for the
DSTM of [5] should be modiﬁed in order to be used in turbo
detection. Similarly to the soft-output DPSK MSDSD of [6],
the Sphere Decoder (SD) aims to ﬁnd the optimum ( )
blocks that leads to the minimum Euclidean dis-
tance, which is formulated as
(6)
where denotes the decoding sphere radius, which is mini-
mized by the SD. The coefﬁcient in (6) represents the pre-
dictor coefﬁcients hosted by the corresponding elements in the
lowertriangular matrix in[6,eq.(6)].Theaprioriprobability
in(6)maybecalculatedbytheproductoftheaprioriindividual
information block probabilities according to the a priori LLRs
and the corresponding binary bit combinations.
The most recent transmission matrix is a common mul-
tiplier for all the transmission matrices. Hence we introduce the
accumulated information matrix in order to eliminate the inﬂu-
ence of , which may be formulated as
(7)
Let us now deﬁne the Partial Euclidean Distance (PED) compo-
nent seen in (6) as
(8)
with , and it lies within the decoding
sphere. Each time the MSDSD performs sphere decoding, the
( ) blocks giving the minimum decoding
sphere radius are found. Therefore the MSDSD constitutes
the Max-Log-MAP approximation of the ML-MSDD, where
only two optimum combinations are taken into account, which
is formulated as
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TABLE I
LOOKUP TABLE SUMMARIZING THE ￿￿￿ REQUIRED FOR ACHIEVING
AN INFINITESIMALLY LOW BER FOR THE THREE-STAGE TURBO DETECTED
IRCC-URC-DLDC(323Q)/DG3 MSDD SCHEME,W HEN ￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿.
where and denote the minimum Euclidean dis-
tance, when is ﬁxed to 1 and 0, respectively. As a result,
the reliability of the LLRs is degraded. Therefore, similar to the
soft-decision aided MSDSD designed for DPSK, the observa-
tion windows are shifted only by one block at a time, while only
the LLRs of the central data block are calculated each time, and
has to be an even number.
IV. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE
In this section, we propose a new relay selection and rate
allocationdesignforthenear-capacityMSDDaidedcooperative
DLDC scheme, followed by our simulation results.
BasedonEXITchartestimationandMonte-Carlosimulation,
the required for achieving an inﬁnitesimally low BER
at the destination is summarized in Table I. It has been widely
exploited [9] that a vanishingly low BER is achievable, when
an open EXIT chart tunnel is formed between the EXIT curves
of the inner and outer code. Furthermore, according to the area
properties of EXIT charts [9], the area under the EXIT curve
of the inner decoder is appropriately equal to the channel ca-
pacity attained. Therefore, a near-zero area in the EXIT open
tunnel implies a near-capacity performance. However, in prac-
tice not all received frames can be error-freely decoded at the
convergence SNR estimated by the EXIT chart, since the EXIT
chart is only accurate for an inﬁnite interleaver length. In prac-
tical Monte-Carlo simulations using a ﬁnite interleaver-length,
normally about 0.5 dB higher SNR is required. We assume that
therearethreeavailablerelays,hencetheclassofDLDC(32TQ)
and DG3 are of interest. Without loss of generality, we consider
the DSTM scheme employing BPSK, i.e., we have ( ),
since increasing the number of is preferred compared to em-
ploying a higher-level modulation scheme. Furthermore, since
thediversitygainofDLDCisdeterminedby [3],
a setting of is ﬁxed.
Table I demonstrates that a substantial design ﬂexibility may
be provided by the rich set of DSTM schemes having different
rates. It was demonstrated in [10] that having a ﬂexible code
rateallocationwasbeneﬁcialforthecooperativeDFschemes.In
this letter, we propose to allocate the code-rate by appropriately
choosing the different modulation schemes. The design proce-
duresproposedforourMSDDaidedcooperativeDLDCscheme
are as follows.
1) We ﬁrst determine the modulation scheme employed at
the source node based on the throughput consideration
and the affordable complexity for the relays, then the
required at the relays to avoid error propagation
is determined.
2) The BS chooses the parameters and for DSTM ac-
cording to the number of available relays, and then sets up
the corresponding lookup table. Table I represents the sce-
nario of as well as for .
3) The power gains and are determined by the
positions of the activated relays. Then the re-
quired at the destination may be calculated by
.
4) Finally, the BS ﬁnd a suitable code rate for the DLDC in
the lookup table using the estimated .
Itcanbeseenthattheclosertherelaysapproachthesourcenode,
the higher becomes compared to , which leads to a
lower requiredatthedestination.Asaresult,according
toTableI,alowerDLDCcode-ratehastobechosenfortheweak
RD link. By contrast, a higher-rate DLDC should be selected in
the opposite situation.
We now present a design example. The modulation scheme
of the SR link is ﬁrst ﬁxed to be DQPSK, and the MSDD with
isemployedattherelays.TheEXITchartanddecoding
trajectory recorded for the SR links are shown in Fig. 3, where
our 36-component IRCC [11] has the weighting coefﬁcients of
The bit interleaver length is set to . It can be seen in Fig. 3
that is required for achieving a vanishingly
lowBERattherelays.Iftherelayscannotaffordthecomplexity
of decoding the 36-component IRCC and/or using MSDD, then
a single-component RSC as well as the MSDSD designed in
Section III may be employed, and the bit interleaver length may
be reduced to . It can be seen in Fig. 3 that employing a
single-component RSC and MSDSD requires a 0.8 dB higher
SNR at the relays.
Asanexample,weassumethattherearethreeavailablerelays
in the network, which are located in a position, where
. According to the RPLR power gains relation-
ship of (1), we have and ,
which requires at the destination. There-
fore, based on row and column of Table I, the DLDC(3232)
using for MSDD and two inner iterations within the
URC-MSDD composite decoder may be selected, as indicated
by the bold entry in Table I. As a result, according to (3), the
overall throughput of the cooperative scheme is 0.25. The EXIT
chart for the RD links is similar to the SR links of Fig. 3, and
the IRCC employed for the selected modulation scheme has the
weighting coefﬁcients of
The BER performance evaluated at the destination is por-
trayed in Fig. 4. The maximum achievable rates indicated in
Fig. 4 are calculated based on the area property of the EXIT
chart [9]. It is shown in Fig. 4 that as a beneﬁt of the cooperative176 IEEE SIGNAL PROCESSING LETTERS, VOL. 18, NO. 3, MARCH 2011
Fig. 3. EXIT chart of the three-stage turbo detected DQPSK scheme of Fig. 2
for the SR links, when ￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿. The 36-component IRCC having weighting
coefﬁcients and the MSDD with ￿ ￿￿are adopted, as well as a single inner
iteration within the URC-MSDD composite decoder and a interleaver length of
￿￿ are employed. The case of employing RSC and MSDSD with a interleaver
length of ￿￿ is also drawn.
Fig. 4. BER performance of the proposed cooperative DLDC employing
IRCC/RSC and MSDD/MSDSD, in comparison with their non-cooperative
counterparts, for ￿ ￿￿ ￿￿￿. A MSDSD aided cooperative turbo-coded
DBPSK scheme is also drawn as a benchmark.
diversity, the proposed near-capacity cooperative scheme pro-
vides a 2.0 dB performance improvement compared to the con-
ventional direct transmission operating without relaying. Fur-
thermore, the low complexity cooperative scheme employing
thesingle-componentRSCaswellasMSDSDalso outperforms
its non-cooperative counterpart by 1.5 dB.
As another benchmark, a cooperative turbo-coded DBPSK
scheme with the same system throughput of 0.25 and the same
MSDSD window length of is also portrayed in Fig. 4.
The schematics of the cooperative turbo-coded DBPSK was
proposed in [12], where the IRCC/RSC and URC blocks of
Fig. 2 are replaced by a single half-rate turbo code. The number
of inner iterations within the turbo decoder is set to 2, and the
number of outer iterations between the turbo decoder and the
MSDSD is also set to 2. Fig. 4 shows that the non-cooperative
RSC and URC coded DQPSK scheme’s performance is compa-
rable to the cooperative turbo-coded DBPSK, and all the pro-
posed cooperative schemes outperform the turbo coded coop-
erative scheme. This is because the three-stage turbo detection
employed in our proposed scheme has an open tunnel leading to
the (1.0, 1.0) point of the EXIT chart, which results in a sharp
turbo-cliff.
Our proposed cooperative DLDC scheme becomes capable
of outperforming its cooperative LDC coherent-detection-aided
counterpart relying on realistic imperfect channel estimation,
when the Gaussian-distributed Channel State Information
(CSI) estimation noise becomes for the SR links, and
for the RD links. Viewing this somewhat surprising
fact from a slightly different angle, for the QPSK aided co-
herent cooperative LDC scheme to maintain at least the same
performance as DQPSK MSDSD aided cooperative DLDC, the
CSI estimation error should be limited to for the SR
links, and for the RD links.
In conclusion, we have proposed a near-capacity MSDD
aided cooperative DLDC scheme, relying on a ﬂexible relay
selection and rate allocation design. We have demonstrated that
near-capacity performance may be achieved by the employ-
ment of our 36-component IRCC, and the proposed cooperative
scheme performs better than the conventional direct transmis-
sion regime operating without relaying and it also outperforms
its cooperative turbo-coded DBPSK counterpart, which has the
same system throughput.
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